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Consider the following nonlinear Dirichlet boundary value problems: 
D,u(t, x) = Lu(t, x) +f(u(t, x)), I>O,XER 
u(t, x) = 0, t>O,xEtm 
(1.1) 
1 
D,D,u(t, x) = Lu(t, x) + oil(D,u(t, x)) +f(u(t, x)), 
u(t, x) = 0, 
“>‘-&-” (1.2) 
/ 9 
i 
Lu(x) +f(u(x)) = 0, XER 
u(x) = 0, XEiX2. 
(1.3) 
In all of these equations, f: R + R is a locally Lipschitzian asymptotically linear 
function with positive asymptotic slope, f(0) = 0, and L is a self-adjoint, negative- 
definite and strongly elliptic second-order differential operator on a smooth domain 
52 in R”. The solutions of (1.1) and (1.2) generate semiflows which are not point- 
dissipative and whose equilibria are determined by solutions of (1.3). In this paper, 
using an extension (due to the present author) of Conley’s Morse index theory to 
noncompact spaces, we prove not only the existence of positive solutions of (1.3) (a 
result shown earlier by Peitgen and Schmitt using different methods), but also show 
the existence of (nonconstant) heteroclinic orbits of (1.1) and (1.2) joining two sets 
of equilibria. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Consider a self-adjoint, negative-definite and strongly elliptic second-order 
differential operator 
LU = i aij(x) DiDjU + ~ hi(X) Di U + C(X) U, c ,< 0, 
i,j=l i=l 
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where u E C’(0) and fi is a smooth domain in R”, and “Dt’ denotes the 
partial derivative with respect to xi. As an example, we might take L to be 
the Laplacian. We concern ourselves with the following nonlinear Dirichlet 
boundary value problems: 
! 
D,u(t, x) = Lu(t, x) +f(u(t, x)), t>O,xER 
u(t, x) = 0, t>O,xEaa (1.1) 
1 
D,D,U(f, x) = Lu(t, x) + cSL(D,u(t, x)) +f(u(t, x)), cx’>O,t>O,xEQ 
up, x) = 0, t>O,xEaLl (1.2) 
1 
Lu(x) +f(u(x)> = 0, XER 
u(x) = 0, XElU2. (l-3) 
In all of these equations, f: R --, R is a locally Lipschitzian mapping, 
f(0) = 0, and “Dt)’ denotes the partial derivative with respect to t. 
Equation (1.1) is a parabolic equation of the reaction-diffusion type (cf. 
[201). 
Equation (1.2) is a strongly damped wave equation considered by several 
authors, especially Massatt ]9]. 
Finally, (1.3) is an elliptic boundary value problem. When properly 
rewritten, Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) give rise to two gradient-like local semiflows 
(with respect to the variable t) defined on certain Banach spaces. The 
equilibria of these semiflows are determined by the solutions of (1.3). 
In order to understand the asymptotic dynamics of (1.1) and (1.2) one 
naturally asks the following two questions: 
1. Are there any nontrivial solutions of (1.3), i.e., are there nontrivial 
equilibria of (1.1) and (1.2)? 
2. Are there nonconstant full (i.e., defined for all t E (-cc, co)) and 
bounded solutions of (1.1) and (1.2)? 
(Note: any such solution must connect two disjoiht sets of equilibria, i.e., it 
defines what is usually termed a heteroclinic orbit.) 
In order to answer question 2, one usually makes an assumption (such as 
lim ,s,+oo sup(f(s)/s)<O, cf. [2, 7, 17, 191) ensuring that (1.1) and (1.2) 
define compact dissipative semiflows. Then, by a theory developed by Hale 
and LaSalle, there is a maximal compact and connected invariant set for 
(1.1) and (1.2). It follows that if there are any nontrivial solutions of (1.3), 
they either form a continuum or there must be nonconstant orbits connecting 
some of them. This then answers question 2. 
In the present paper we impose hypotheses on f under which neither (1.1) 
nor (1.2) is compact-or point-dissipative. In fact, in our case, we prove that 
the unstable manifolds of some sets of equilibria of (1.1) or (1.2) are 
unbounded (see Section 3). 
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Our hypotheses are almost identical with those considered in I13 1 for the 
elliptic problem (1.3). Using the Leray-Schauder fixed point index and the 
global bifurcation theorem of Rabinowitz, the authors of [ 13 1 prove the 
existence of positive solutions of (1.3). 
In this paper we systematically use an extension, due to the present author 
(see [14-16]), of Conley’s Morse index theory (cf. [3]) to semiflows on 
noncompact spaces. Combining Morse index arguments with the 
construction of suitable global homotopies which transform (1.1) and (1.2) 
into “simpler” systems, we not only obtain alternative proofs of most of the 
results from [ 131 (thus showing the existence of nontrivial solutions of the 
elliptic BVP (1.3)), but at the same time we answer the “dynamical” 
question 2: we prove the existence of heteroclinic orbits of (1.1) and (1.2) 
joining two disjoint sets of equilibria. For Eq. (1.1) we also obtain some 
information about the direction of such orbits and show that they can be 
chosen to be nonnegative. 
Let us mention that H. Amann and E. Zehnder [25] were the first to use 
Conley’s index theory to obtain existence of nontrivial (although not 
necessarily positive) solutions of asymptotically linear elliptic BVPs. These 
authors first reduce the original problem to the problem of finding nontrivial 
equilibria of a gradient ODE in finite dimensions. Then they use the original 
index of Conley for ODES. Our approach has the advantage of yielding, at 
the same time, positive solutions of the elliptic BVP and (nonnegative) 
heteroclinic orbits of the parabolic BVP. 
The paper is not self-contained, but for the reader’s convenience we collect 
some of the background material in Section 2, usually stating it without 
proofs. The main results are stated and proved in Section 3. 
We use the following, standard notation: 
2, Int A, &I is the closure, the interior and the boundary, resp., of a set A 
in a topological space. 
Let Q be open in R”. If k > 0 is an integer or k = 00, then C”(Q) is the set 
of all real-valued, k-times continuously differentiable functions. C”(d) is the 
space of all fE C”(a) all of whose derivatives of order <k have continuous 
extensions onto fi. C:(Q) is the space of all f E C”(0) with compact support 
in fin. 
If 1 <p < co, then LP(R) is the space of all measurable functions f on R 
such that Ifi” is integrable. wkqP(fi) is the Sobolev space of all fE Lp(J2) 
whose distributional derivatives of order <k exist and are in LP(R). W$*p(.Q) 
is the closure of C@2) in W”,“(G) with respect to the standard norm in 
wk,p(Qn) bee [41)’ 
If 0 < v < co is not an integer and [v] is the integral part of Y, then 
C’“]*“(fi) (also denoted by C”(a)) is the set of allSE C’“‘(fi) such that the 
[VI-order derivatives are Holder continuous in R with exponent r - [r]. 
For the norms in Ck(d), C:(Q), C”(D), Lp(Q), wk*“(0) see [4]. 
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If X is a normed space, we usually denote its norm by 11 IIx, or if the 
context is clear, by II )I. 
If A is a linear operator in X then p(A) is the resolvent set of A, o(A) is 
the spectrum of A and Re a(A) is the real part of o(A). 
For the symbols “9,” “h(n, K),” “l=,” “lGm” and 2” see 
Section 2. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we collect some background material and prove a few 
preliminary results which we will need later. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Given a pair (X, 7c), TC is called a local semzjlow (on X) 
if the following properties hold: 
1. X is a topological space, II: D -+ X is a continuous mapping, D 
being an open subset of R ’ x X. (We write mt for n(t, x).) 
2. For every x E X there is an w,, 0 < o, < co, such that (t, x) E D if 
andonlyifO<t<o,. 
3. x7cO =x for x E X. 
4. If (t, x) E D and (s, xnt) E D, then (t + s, x) E D and xn(t + s) = 
(xnt) 7rs. 
Remark. If UJ(), = 00 for all x E X, then rr is called a (global) semiflow 
(on X). 
Let z be a local semiflow. Let x E X and u: Z--t X be a mapping, where 
Z= [a, 01, -co < a < 0, or Z= (a, 01, -co < a < 0. (T is called a left solution 
through x if a(O) = x and for all t E I, s E R’ for which t + s < 0, it follows 
that s < o,(~) and u(t) zs = u(t + s). If a = -co, then u is called a full left 
solution. 
If u is a left solution through x, then extend u to IV [O, o,~) by setting 
u(t) = xnt for t E [0, 0,). The extended u is called a solution through x (or 
by abuse of terminology, an orbit through x). If a = -co, w, = co, then u is 
called a full solution. 
If Y is a subset of X, then set: 
A+(Y)= {xEXIxn[O,o,)c Y}, 
A -(Y) = (x e X ( there is a full left solution u through x, such that 
a[R-] c Y}. 
Y is called positively invariant iff Y = A+(Y). 
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Y is called negatively invariant iff Y = A I. 
Y is called invariant iff Y is both positively and negatively invariant. 
If (T is a solution of 7c defined on (--03,0] (resp. on [O, co)), then we 
denote by lcm u(t) (resp. lGm u(t)) the set of all y E X for which 
there is a sequence t, + -co (resp. t, + +a~) such that a(t,) converges to y. 
- 
lim I- --oo o(t) (rev. 1G u(t)) is called the a- (resp. o-) limit set of u. 
We also say that o connects or joins its a- and w-limit sets with each 
other. 
Let V: X + R be a continuous, real-valued function, 71 is called gradient- 
like with respect to V, if the mapping t -+ V(x?rt), t E [0, wx), is strictly 
decreasing in a neighbourhood of t = 0, unless x is an equilibrium of n (i.e. 
unless w, = co and xzt E x for all t > 0). 
If N is a closed subset of X such that the largest invariant set K in N is 
disjoint from the boundary of N (i.e., K f7 c?N = 0), then N is called an 
isolating neighbourhood (ofK). If, on the other hand, K is a closed invariant 
set and there is a neighbourhood U of K such that K is the largest invariant 
set in U, then K is called an isolated invariant set. 
In the following, let X be a metric space. 
Let { 7c,} be a sequence of local semiflows on X, and let 7t be a local 
semiflow on X. The pair ((n,}, rr) is said to satisfy the continuity property, if 
for every choice of {x,}, x in X and {t,}, t in R + for which x, --) x, t, + t, 
t < w,(z) it follows that t, < wx,(rcn) for all n sufficiently large, and 
x, 7c, t, -+ xnt. 
If N is a closed subset of X, then (71,) is called N-admissible if for every 
choice of {x,} in X and {t,) in R ’ for which x,,z,[O, t,] c N and t, --f co, it 
follows that the sequence (x, 71, tn} is precompact. 
If z,, = rt and {n,} is N-admissible, then rr is called N-admissible. 
Let N c X. Suppose that whenever x E N is such that o, < co, there is a 
t ( w, such that xzt b? N. Then we say that 7c does not explode in N. 
If rc is N-admissible and 72 does not explode in N, we say that 7c is strongly 
N-admissible. 
By 9 we denote the class of all pairs (z, K), where 7~ is a local semiflow 
on X, and K is an isolated, z-invariant set for which there exists a closed set 
N such that N is an isolating neighbourhood of K, and rr is strongly N- 
admissible. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let A be a metric space and a: /1--t 9 be a mapping. 
Since for A E A a(A) = (z(A), K(A)), we write a,(A) = n(A), a,(l) = K(L). 
Let A,, EA. We say that a is P-continuous at A0 if there is an isolating 
neighbourhood N of a2(&) (relative to a,(&,)), and a neighbourhood W of A, 
in A such that the following properties hold: 
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(1) For every A E IV, N is an isolating neighbourhood of a,(A), 
relative to a,(A), and a,(A) is strongly N-admissible. 
(2) For every sequence A,, E W converging to A,, {a,@,,)} is N- 
admissible, and ({a,(A,)}, al(&,)) satisfies the continuity property. 
We say that a is P’-continuous if a is Scontinuous at A,, for every A,, E A. 
Remark. It is easily seen that Definition 2.2 is equivalent to 
Definition 4.1 in [ 161. 
By results in [ 141, we can associate with every (n, K) E 9 an object 
h(7~, K) called the homotopy index of (z, K), which is the homotopy type of 
certain pointed spaces defined by (n, K). 
Let us note a few useful properties of h(z, K). For details see [3, 14, 161. 
(1) If (GK,), (n,K*) E 9 and K,nK,=0 then h(n, K,UK,)= 
h(z, K,) V h(n, K2), where “V” denotes the “disjoint” sum of pointed spaces, 
modulo homotopy equivalence. 
(2) If K = 0, then h(7~, K) is independent of 7c and we write 
h(7c, 0) =: 0. 
(3) If K,, K, are disjoint and h(z, K, UK,) = 0, then h(n, K,) = 0 = 
0, W 
(4) If a: A + Y is Y-continuous and A,, A, belong to the same 
connected component of A, then h(a@,)) = h(a(ll,)) (note a(A) = 
(G>, K(A)))- 
In other words, the homotopy index is invariant with respect to continuous 
transformations of (n, K) along connected spaces. 
(5) Let (7c,, K) E Y and let 7c2 be another local semiflow on X. 
Suppose there is a neighbourhood V of K such that whenever xx, [0, t] is 
defined and xx, [0, t] c V, then also x7c2[0, t] is defined and xn, s = x7c2 s for 
s E [0, t], and vice versa. 
Then (x2, K) E 9 and h(n, , K) = h(n,, K). 
(6) LEMMA 2.0. Let X be a Banach space and let x be a (global) 
semiflow on X generating a C,-semigroup of linear operators, i.e., assume 
that for every t > 0, the mapping T(t): X --f X, T(t)(x) = xnt is linear. 
Suppose there is a direct sum X = X, @ X,, T(t)(X,) c Xi, t > 0, i = 1,2, X, 
is fmite-dimensional, T(t) ) X, can be uniquely defined for t < 0 and there are 
constants M, j3 > 0 such that 
I]T(t)x(l<Me-4’l]xl] for xEX,,t>O 
I( T(t)xll Q Me+t4’ llxll for xEX,,t<O. 
(2.1) 
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Under these assumptions, {0} is an isolated invariant set (for n), h(n, (0)) is 
defined and equal to Ck, the homotopy type of the pointed k-dimensional 
sphere Sk in Rkfl, where k=dimX, < co. 
Proof (cf. Ex. 2.2, p. 358 in [ 141). We first show that (rc, (0)) E .;“. In 
fact, (2.1) implies that T(t), t > 0, is the sum of a contraction and a compact 
operator, hence it follows (cf. [ 14, p. 3541) that 7~ is strongly N-admissible 
for every closed bounded set N c X. Moreover, it follows from (2.1) that 
there are no nontrivial full bounded solutions of rc. Hence, indeed, 
(n, {0}) E 9’. Consequently, h(n, (0)) is defined. To compute it, proceed as 
follows: Let @: Rk --t X, be a linear isomorphism and let A,: X, + X, be the 
infinitesimal generator of T(t) (X,, t E R. Then there is a k x k-matrix C 
such that @--‘A, @ = C. From the second inequality in (2.1) it follows that 
all eigenvalues of C have positive real parts. Hence there exists a positive- 
definite matrix D such that CTD + DC = Z, where Z is the identity matrix. 
Now choose r > 0 such that Ma (t + 1) e-“’ < 4 for t 2 7. Define 
V+(x) = (@-‘P,x)r D(W’P,x) 
V-(x>= oar,““+ l>II~(t>p24ll* 
Then V’ and V- are Lipschitz continuous. Moreover, an easy computation 
shows that 
lim inf I/t(V+ (T(t)x) - V+(x)) > 0 
1+0+ 
if x@X, 
and 
lim sup l/t(V-(T(t)x) - V-(x)) < 0 
t+o+ 
if x 6?J X,. 
Define 
B,={xEX,)Vf(x)<l} 
B,= (xEX,I V-(x)< 1) 
B=B,@B,. 
Definition 2.1, p. 356 in [ 141, then shows that B is an isolating block for 7~. 
The set B* of its strict egress and bounce-off points is given by B* = 
l?B, 0 B,. Hence, by results in Section 4 of [ 141, h(n, (0)) is the homotopy 
type of B/B *. 
Let H: B X [0, 1 ] -+ B be defined as H(x, a) = P, x + (1 - a) P,x. Since 
H(B* x [0, 11) c B”, H induces a continuous map E?: B/B * X [0, 1 ] --f 
B/B *. Z? is a strong deformation retraction of B/B * onto B ,/8B, . Now B, is 
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an ellipsoid in Xi, hence the pair (B, , JB,) is homeomorphic to (Kk, Sk-‘), 
where Kk is the k-dimensional unit ball in Rk. But Kk/Sk-’ is homeomorphic 
to the pointed sphere Sk. 
Hence h(n, {0}) is the homotopy type of B,/aB, , the latter homotopy type 
being C”. The Lemma is proved. 
Let X be a normed space. If 7~ is a local semiflow on X, then the union of 
all full bounded orbits of 7c is defined to be the set J of all x for which there 
is a full bounded solution (T through x, i.e., a full solution u such that 
o(O) = x and suplsR (1 o(t)11 < co. 
Let x be gradient-like with respect to some function V. If t + u(t) is a full 
bounded solution of 71, u(t) E N for all t E R, N is closed and 71 is N- 
admissible, then either u(t) - x0 for all t E R, i.e., x0 is an equilibrium, or 
else the a- and u-limit sets of u are disjoint, nonempty, compact, connected 
and contain only equilibria of u. 
If x is global, then R is called point dissipative if there is a bounded set 
B c X such that for every x E X there is a to = to(x) so that for all t > to, 
xnt E B. 
x is called conditionally completely continuous for t > to if for every 
bounded set B c X there is a compact set B* c X such that whenever 
xn(0, t] c B, it follows that xn[t,, t] c B* (cf. [5, p. 871). Note that z is B- 
admissible in this case. 
We shall now recall a few facts about partial differential equations. 
Let X be a Banach space, and A : D(A) -+ X be a closed, densely defined, 
linear operator in X. A is called sectorial if there are constants 4, M, a, 
0 < Q < 742, M> 1, a E R such that the sector S,,, = {A E C ( J. # a, 
I<Iarg@-aI< 1 71 is contained in p(A), the resolvent set of A, and 
~~(A-A)-‘~I~M/IA-a~ for all AES,,,. If A is sectorial, then there is a 
k>,OsuchthatReo(A-tkZ)>O.LetA,=A+kZ.ForO<ar<ldefine 
A,e-sinna m 
.i 7r 0 
n-a(A +A,)-’ dL. 
A;” is bounded and injective. Let X” be the range of A;*, p =X, 
X’=D(A).LetA~:X”-tXbetheinverseofA;”,A’=Id,,A’=A.X”is 
dense in X. Define the norm )I Ila on X* by [lull, = IIAFull, where 11 11 is the 
norm for X. X” does not depend on the choice of k, and different choices of 
k yield equivalent norms on X0. X* is a Banach space under )I . \I=. 
Suppose 0 < a < 1, U is open in X” and fi U-+ X is a locally Lipschitz 
continuous mapping. Consider the equation (S,) 
(S,) $ + Au = f (u). 
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Let u,, E U. By a solution of (Sf> on (0, t,) through u0 we mean a 
continuous mapping U: [0, t,) --t X, such that u(0) = u,, u is differentiable on 
(0, to), u(t) ED(A) for t E (0, to), t -+f(u(t)) is locally Holder continuous, 
j”t ]]f(u(t))]] dt < co for some a > 0, and (S,) holds for t E (0, to). In this 
definition, “t+ g(t) is locally Holder-continuous” means that for every t 
there exists a neighbourhood W of t and L, 19 > 0 such that (1 g(t,) - g(tJ]l < 
L/t,--t,l” for t,,t,E W. 
It follows from [6] that under the above assumptions, for every u,, E U 
there exists a unique solution u(u,)(t) of (S,> through uO, defined on a 
maximal interval [0, cuUO). Defining u,nt = u(u,)(t) for t < (oUO, we obtain a 
local semiflow on U (see [6, Theorems 3.3.3 and 3.4.11). 
If N is closed and bounded in Xa, N c U, and if f is bounded on N, then 71 
does not explode in N [6, Theorem 3.3.41. 
Let f,: U-t X, n = 0, l,..., be a sequence of locally Lipschitzian mappings, 
such that f,(x) -f,(x), n -+ co, locally uniformly in U, i.e., for every x0 E U 
there is a neighbourhood V of x,, such that f,(x)-+fO(x), n + co, uniformly 
on V. Write 7t, := rtf . Then it follows from [6 ] that the pair ({r,,},,> , , rcO) 
satisfies the continuity property [ 6, Theorem 3.4.11. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that Re a(-A) < -6 < 0. Suppose N is closed 
and bounded in X”, N c U, and there exists a t, > 0 and a compact set C in 
X” such that for every n = 1, 2,... and every continuous mapping 
u: (0, t,] -+ N: y := s$ e -““o-“‘f,(u(s)) ds E C. (Note: y E XD for every 
o<p< 1.) 
Under these assumptions, (7c,J is N-admissible. 
Proof: In this proof, generic elements of U are denoted by “x.” Since 
Re a(-A) < -6 < 0, there is an equivalent norm ] . ] on X” such that 
(e-At( <e-” for t > 0. 
Let p be the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness on (X”, ]a 1). 
Let x,rc,[O, t”], IZ > 1, be defined, x,rr,[O, tn] cN, I,+ co. We have to 
show that {x,~,t,} is precompact in U. Since N is closed in X”, it suffices to 
show that {x,rc, t,} is precompact in X”, i.e., P{x,q,t,, / n > 1 } = 0. 
Indeed, 
-A(t-)fn(x, n,(t, - t, + s)) ds 
i ! 
t, > t, 
Q e-‘V{x, q(t, - to) I t, > to I + P(C). 
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Here we have used the variation of constants formula (see [6, Lemma 3.3.21) 
x,n,t, = e -AtokAl(L - to)) 
+(In e -A(r+-n(~,n,~) ds. 
t*-to 
Since p(C)=0 and k=e-“‘O< 1, we see, using an obvious induction 
argument, that 
P{X,%tnIn> ll<~“~PW)~ for every m. 
This proves our claim. 
Now let A be a sectorial operator on X, defined on D(A). Suppose 
Re o(A) < -6 < 0. For G > 0 let fi c X x X be the set of all (u, v) E X x X 
such that u+&ED(A). DefineB=fi+XxXby 
B is called the damped wave operator defined by (A, ii). 
From results in [9], we know that for every 0 <p < a < 1, the operator 
B’: I? + X” x X4, B”(z) := B(z) f or zEd’={zE~IBzEX”xX4}, is a 
sectorial operator on X” X XD. Here, the fractional powers X* are defined 
relative to A. Moreover, Re a(-B) < -6’ < 0. Furthermore, if A has compact 
resolvent (cf. [6]), then for every to > 0 and every bounded set B in X, there 
are two compact sets C and c’ in X” and X” X X4, respectively, such that 
whenever v: [0, to] -+ B is continuous, then 
y := e-A(tO-s)v(S) ds E C and y’:= toe-stt,-s) 
i 
ds E c’. 
0 
Let U be open in X” and f: U + X be a locally Lipschitzian mapping. 
Consider the equation 
i + Bz =p(z), z= (SHr) 
where 
S(z) = ($)). 
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Combining the remarks we made above with Proposition 2.1 we arrive at the 
following Corollary: 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let A be a sectorial operator with compact resolvent, 
Re 0(-A) < -6 < 0. Let a’ > 0 be arbitrary and B be the damped wave 
operator defined by (A, 6). 
Let { f,: U -+ X) be a sequence of locally Lipschitzian mappings defined on 
an open set UC X”. Let A: U x X--P X” XX be defined as L(z) = (f,Fu,), 
z=(E)EUXX. 
Let R, (resp. f”) be the local semiflow generated by (S,,) (resp. by (SH;)). 
Suppose N’ c U is bounded and such that 
sup ,“E”N4 llf,(~)ll < co. 
n 
Then the following properties hold: 
(1) If N is closed in X”, N c N’, then {x, } is N-admissible. 
(2) If I? is closed in X* x X, p,(N) c N’ and pZ(@ is bounded in X 
(where p1 (resp. pJ is the projection of X” x X onto X” (resp. X)), then {f,} 
is R-admissible. 
We now specialize to sectorial operators generated by PDEs. 
In the sequel, R will always be a fixed, bounded domain in R”, of class 
C*+‘, 0 < v < 1. For a precise definition, see [4, Definition in Section 6.21. 
We will consider a fixed, second-order differential operator L, defined for 
24 E C’(Q) as 
L(U) = i aJX> ,L)iDju + i hi(x) Diu + C(X)U. 
i,.i=l i=l 
We assume that L satisfies the following hypotheses (LOI)-(L04): 
(LOI) The functions aij, b,, c are defined on fi, real-valued, and 
Lipschitzian on a. Moreover, C(X) < 0 for x E Q. 
(L02) For all u, u E C@2) 
w, 0) = (24 Lv), 
where (s, .) is the scalar product in L’(0). 
(L03) There is a y > 0 such that for all u E C,#J), 
(Lu, u) < -y(u, u), where (a, .) is as in (L02). 
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(LO4) There is a /.I > 0 such that for all x E G and all y = 
(Y, ,...,.Y,)~ E R”, 
In other words, we assume that L is formally self-adjoint, negative-definite, 
and uniformly strongly elliptic on a. (cf. [4, 8, 11, 181). 
Now the following well-known Theorem holds: 
THEOREM 2.1 (cf. [l, 12, 181). Let 1 <p < co and let D, := W~3p(Q)n 
w’qn>. 
There is a unique closed map A,: D, + Lp(0) =: Xp, such that A,u = -Lu 
for all u fZ C’(d) n D(A,). A, has the following properties: 
(i) A, is sectorial on X,. 
(ii) A, is bijective and A;’ is continuous as a mapping from X, into 
w*qLq. 
(iii) A, is self-adjoint and positive-definite on X, = L*(G). . 
Remark. (ii) implies that A, has compact resolvent. 
Let & > 0 be arbitrary and consider the damped wave operator B, defined 
by (Ap, 6). Now suppose that f: fix R -+ R is a locally Lipschitzian 
function. Let p > n and 4 < a < 1. It follows from [6] that X; c C”(d) with 
continuous inclusion [ 6, Theorem 1.6.11. 
Let R X,” -+X, be the Nemytski-operator generated by f, i.e., for u E Xi, 
let f(u) E Xp be defined as (p(u))(x) = f (x, u(x)), x E a. It is easily proved 
(and well known, too) that f is a well-defined mapping and for every p > 0, f 
is Lipschitzian on {u E X ] ]] u]], < p}. Abusing notation, we will drop the 
caret and write “7’ instead of “3” 
We will consider the following equations, always assuming that p > n and 
f<a<l: 
ti + A,u =f(u), on X” P,) 
i+B,z= (f;u,), z= (1 ), on X*Xx W,) 
-A,u +f(u) = 0, on X”. 6%) 
Equations (PJ and (H,) are the precise interpretations of the parabolic (resp. 
hyperbolic) boundary value problem (1.1) (resp. (1.2)). 
u E X” is a solution of (E,) if and only if u is an equilibrium of (P,> if and 
only if (i) is an equilibrium of (Hf) if and only if u E C’+(fi) for every 
0 Q v < 1, and u solves the BVP (1.3) (cf. [4,8]). 
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Let us note another well-known result: 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (cf. e.g., [2, 171). For + < a ( 1, and p > n, define 
V:X”+R, P:XaXX+R as 
V(u) = + (A ;‘*u, A ;‘*u) - I, F(x, u(x)) dx 
+ [(A ;‘*u, A ;“u) + (u, u)] - j” F(x, u(x)) dx. 
I2 
Here, again, (., .) is the scalar product in X2 = L”(Q), and F(x, s) = 
J”; fh Y) dy. 
Then the local semtjlow nf generated by (Pf> is gradient-like with respect to 
V, and the local semtjlow 75fgenerated by (H,) is gradient-like with respect to 
v. 
The proof of Proposition 2.2 is a simple computation using the properties 
(LOl)-(LO4). 
We shall need two more results, which are essentially well known. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let f < a < 1 and p > n and let f: fi X R + R be 
locally Lipschitzian. Then for every 0 ,< v < 2 there is a constant M = M(v), 
such that whenever t -+ u(t) is a full solution of (P,>, bounded in Lp(0), then 
u(t) E C”(fi) for all t E R and 
sup II u(t)ll,qrr, ,< M(v) . sup II u(t)]l,q,,. 
I I 
Moreover, for every set N c X” closed in X” and bounded in C”(D), and for 
every E > 0, there is a compact set B* c X” such that for every solution 
t + u(t), t E [0, sJ, of (P,), u(t) E N for t E [0, so) implies u(t) E B* for 
t E [E, so). In particular the local semiflow 7c/ generated by (Pr) is strongly N- 
admissible. Zf 7~~ is global, then 5 is conditionally completely continuous for 
E > 0. 
The proof of this Proposition follows by using arguments from the proof 
of Theorem 1 in [lo]. We omit the details. 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (cf. [7]). Let f<a< 1, p>n andJfixR-+R be 
locally Lipschitzian and such that 
1 f (x, s)l < K( I + ) s I) for some K > 0, and all (x, s) E R x R 
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and 
limsupfH<O, 
isl-bm s 
uniformly in x E fi. 
If there is an A4 > 0 such that (( u (( c0(D, < Mfor every solution u of (E,), then 
the local semiflow 7c generated by (P,> is a global point-dissipative semiflow. 
Proposition 2.4 is proved first by showing that V(p) --f co as ]] cp](i’* --t 00, 
where (( I]:‘* is the norm in X, , ‘I* X2 = L’(B) and V is the Liapunov function 
from Proposition 2.2. Using this it is easily proved that every trajectory is 
bounded, hence 71 is global. Now it is proved that the set of equilibria of (Pf) 
is bounded in X”. Since rr is gradient-like, this proves the proposition. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, we state and prove our main results. 
First, using the maximum principle and results about point-dissipative 
semiflows, we prove connectedness of the union R(s,, s,) of all full bounded 
orbits of (PA,) lying between two zeros s, 6 0 < s, off (A being a positive 
parameter). 
Then, if f has positive slope at s = 0 (in positive direction), and A > II,, (A, 
to be defined below), we prove by an application of the homotopy index that 
Z?(O, sJ # {O}. This will imply not only that there are positive solutions of 
(Elf) in Z?(O, so) (a result proved earlier in [ 131 by different methods) but 
also that there are nonnegative trajectories of (PA,-) joining a set Q, of such 
solutions of (E,,) with the trivial solution ug = 0. 
We then give a sufficient condition for the union of all full bounded orbits 
of (S,) to be bounded (Theorem 3.3). 
Using this condition and imposing the assumption of asymptotic linearity 
(with positive slope) on f, we are able to re-prove the existence of “large” 
positive solutions of (E,,), although this time under less general hypotheses 
than those considered in [ 131. However, our argument based on the 
homotopy index yields at the same time the existence of nonconstant 
nonnegative trajectories of (PA,) joining a set of “large” equilibria with a set 
of “small” equilibria. 
Finally, we consider equation (H,%,) with asymptotically linearf. For this 
equation less complete information is obtained, but we do get existence of 
nonconstant trajectories joining the trivial equilibrium with a set of nontrivial 
ones. In this section we also prove a result on the existence of full solutions 
t -+ u(t) of a semiflow rr on a normed space X, such that a(t) is bounded as 
t -+ -00, and unbounded as t -+ co. This result will imply that the unstable 
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manifolds of some sets of equilibria of (PAf) and (U,l,) are unbounded, hence. 
in particular, neither (P,,.) nor (HAY) generate point dissipative semiflows. 
Remark. One is naturally interested in knowing if the heteroclinic orbits 
whose existence we prove in this section connect two single equilibria. In 
other words: are the o- and o-limit sets of these orbits one-point sets? Unfor- 
tunately, it seems that this question cannot be decided without additional 
assumptions on (Pf) and (H,). In fact, one may ask the following, related 
question: under what conditions is the u-limit set of a positively bounded 
orbit of (Pf> or (H,) a single point ? This latter question has been studied by 
several researchers. Thus we know, e.g., that the answer is positive for one- 
dimensional (n = 1) reaction-diffusion equations, but in higher dimensions 
additional hypotheses are required. 
We will not delve into these interesting problems here, but the reader may 
find some information and additional references on this subject in a recent 
survey article [24] of Jack Hale. 
When considering Eq. (Pf) in this section, we always assume it is defined 
on X”, where X = Lp(S2), p > n and f < a < 1. 
Also, when considering (H,) we always assume it to be defined on 
X” x X, X = Lp(12), p > II, f ,< a < 1. In both cases f: R --) R is a locally 
Lipschitzian function. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let t + u(t) be a solution of (P/> defined on (--co, co) and 
bounded in X=X,. 
Let 
y+ = sup@(t)(x) ( (t, x) E R x 0) 
y- = inf{u(t)(x) ( (t, x) E R x 0). 
Then --a~ < y- < y+ < CD, and if y+ > 0 (resp. y- < 0), then f(y’)> 0 
(rev. f(r - > < 0). 
ProojI t + u(t) is bounded in X, hence by Theorem 3.3.6 in [6] it is also 
bounded in X”. Since X” c Co@) with continuous inclusion, it follows that 
y-, y + are finite. 
First suppose u(t) z v for all t, i.e., u is a solution of (Ef>. Suppose yt > 0 
and f(y+) < 0. If x0 E Q is such that v(xo) = y’, the! for some ball B 
centered at x0, #c R, it follows that (Lo)(x) > 0, x c B. Hence the strong 
maximum principle (Theorem 3.5 in [4]) implies that u(x) = yt for x E g A 
simple connectedness argument then yields u(x) 3 yf > 0 for all x E fi, an 
obvious contradiction. 
One proves analogously that y- < 0 impliesf(y-) ,< 0. 
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Now consider the case of a nonconstant solution t -+ u(t). Suppose yf > 0 
andf(y’) < 0. We claim that there is a T > 0 such that 
y+ = sup@(t)(x) 1 -T< t < T}. 
In fact if the claim is not true, then there exists an unbounded sequence {t,), 
say, t, + 03 as n -+ co, and a sequence {x,) c d such that u(t,)(x,) + yf as 
n + 0~). Since (Pf> is gradient-like, the a- and u-limit sets of t -+ u(t) contain 
only equilibria of (P& i.e., solutions of (E,). Hence we can assume w.1.o.g. 
that u(t,) + v in C”(n), where u is a solution of (E,). We can also assume 
that x, --$x E a. Hence u(t,)(x,) + v(x) as n -+ co. Therefore v(x) = y+. But 
yf > u(t)(x) for all (t, x) E R x fi, hence y+ > U(X) for all x E fi. Conse- 
quently y+ = sup{v(x) 1 x E fin). Now the first part of the proof implies that 
f(y+) > 0, a contradiction, which proves our claim. 
Hence there is a (to, Zo) E R x B such that u(t,)(f,) = y+. Let 6 be the 
set of x0 E 0 such that u(to)(xo) = y’. Then ((du/dt)(t,))(x,) = 0, and since 
t + (du/dt)(t) E X” is continuous, it follows that for some ball B, Bc Q, 
centered at x0, 
c 1 $ (to) (xl -fWo)(x)) > 0 for x E B. 
Hence (L(u(t,)))(x) > 0 for x E B. 
Now the generalized strong maximum principle (Theorem 8.19 in [4]) 
implies that u(t,, x) E yt for all x E B. Now the same connectedness 
argument as before implies that u(t,)(x) 3 yt on R, a contradiction. 
An analogous argument proves that y- < 0 impliesf(y ) < 0. The Lemma 
is proved. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let so < 0 < s, be two zeros of J: Denote by E(s,, s,) the 
set of all solutions v of (Ef> such that 
so < v(x) < s, for all x E S;r. 
Let K(s,, s,) c X be the union of all full bounded orbits of (P,) whose a- and 
w-limit sets are in E(s,, s,). Furthermore, let I?(so, s,) be the union of the 
orbits of all full bounded solutions t + u(t) of (Pf) for which 
so < u(t)(x) < s, for all (t, x) E R x fin. 
Then the following statements hold: 
(1) For every 0 < v < 2, 
&,, s,) c K(so, s,> c C”(fi), 
and I?(so, s,) is an invariant, compact and connected subset of C”(a). 
SOS/S l/2 4 
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(2) Zf there is an E > 0 such thatf(s) > 0, s E [so - E, s,) andf(s) ( 0, 
sE(s,,s,+~], then~(s,,s,)=K(s,,s,). 
Proof: (1) Obviously x(s,, s,) c K(s,, s,) and E(sO, s,) is invariant. 
Moreover, Proposition 2.3 implies that K(s,, s,) c C’(fi), 0 < v < 2. 
Let 3 R + R be a locally Lipschitzian mapping such that f(s) =f(s) for 
sE[s,,s,],.T(s)<O for s>s,,J(s)>O for s<s,, ~f(s)~<KK(l+~~~) for 
some K > 0 and all s E R. 
Consider Eq. (Pf). It follows from Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 2.4 that 
(PF) generates a point-dissipative semiflow on X;, 4 < a < 1, p > n. 
From Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 it follows that the local semiflow rc = rr, 
generated by the solutions of (P,> is point-dissipative and conditionally 
completely continuous for t > to, t, > 0 being arbitrary. 
Hence results in [S, pp. 84-881 imply that the union J,” of all full bounded 
orbits of (Pf) is an invariant, compact and connected subset of X.;, 
f ,< CI < 1, p > n. Proposition 2.3 implies that J; is independent of a > f (for 
fixed p). Let J, ?J;. Now since J, c X,” and XI c C”(fi) for 0 < v < 
2a -n/p and C”(Q) c Lq for all q >p (see Theorem 1.6.1 in [6]) it follows 
that Jp is independent of p > n, and J, = J, for all p > it, is an invariant, 
compact and connected subset of X,“, for all p > n, f < a < 1. 
Taking a and p large enough, we see that J is an invariant, compact and 
connected subset of C”(G), for all 0 < v < 2. 
We will show that J = z(s,,, si), thereby proving assertion (1). If 
u0 E K(s,,, s,), then there is a full bounded solution t+ u(t) of (P,>, 
u(0) = uO, such that 
so < W(x) < s, for all (t, x) E R X fi. 
Since f(s) =f(s) for s E [so, si] it follows that t + u(t) is a full bounded 
solution of (Pr). Hence u. E J, which proves that &so, s,) c J. Conversely, 
let u. E J and let t + u(t) be a full bounded solution of (Pi), u(O) = u,. We 
will show that so < u(t)(x) < si, hence-u, E x(s,, s,), i.e., Jc Z?(s,, s,). Now 
if u(t)(x) > s, for some (t, x) E R x J2, then 0 < s, < y’, where Y’ is as in 
Lemma 3.1. But f(y’) < 0, contradicting Lemma 3.1. Hence u(t)(x) < s, for 
all (t, x) E R x 6. Similarly, so < u(t)(x) for (t, x) E R X fi and our claim is 
proved. 
(2) Let E > 0 be such thatf(s) > 0 for s E [so - E, s,,), andf(s) < 0 for 
s E (si, s, + E]. We take f as above, but having the additional property that 
f(s) =f(s) for s E [so -E, s, + E]. We will show that K(s,, s,) ci(sO, s,), 
thereby proving assertion (2). 
Let u. E K(s,, s,). Then there is a full bounded solution t--t u(t) of (Pr>, 
such that u(0) = u,, lcm u(t) c E(s,, si), Ga u(tlc E(s,, s,). It is 
enough to prove that so < u(t)(x) < s, for all (t, x) E R x Q. In fact suppose 
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that u(t)(x) > s, for some (t, x) E R x fi. Then there is a T > 0 such that 
s, - E < u(t)(x) < .v~+ E for all t E (-co, T], x E fi, and u(t,)(x,) > s, for 
some t, < T, x,, E fin. Let v, = u(T) and let v(t), t > 0 be the solution of (P$ 
through v,,. Letting 
u’(t) = u(t), t < T, U’(t) = v(t - T), t > T, 
we see that t -+ C(t) is a full bounded solution of (Q), hence u,, E J, i.e., 
v0 E E(sO, s,). Hence s,, < C(t)(x) Q s, for all (t, x) E R x 51, a contradiction. 
Hence, indeed, u(t)(x) Q s1 for all (t, x) E R x fi. 
Similarly, one proves that u(t)(x) >, s, for (t, x) E R x a. The Theorem is 
proved. 
Remark. The proof of assertion (2) yields more: Under the assumptions 
of (2), whenever there is a full left solution t -+ u(t) of (I’/>, t E (-00, t,), 
--oo < t, < a~, such that ca u(t) c E(s,, s,), then 
so < W)(x) < s, for all t E (-a~, to), x E fi. 
This implies firstly that t + u(t) can be extended for all t E (-co, co), and 
hence the unstable manifolds of sets in E(s,, s,) are included in stable 
manifolds of sets in E(s,, si). Secondly, this implies that whenever there is a 
full bounded orbit t + u(t) joining a set Q1 cE(s,, si) with a set 
@, ~5 E(s,, s,), then @i = lGa u(t) and Gz = lcW u(t). 
Let V be the Liapunov function for (Pf) used in Proposition 2.2. If vi, 
i = 1, 2, is a solution of (Ef), it follows that 
= j. (ff(vi(x)) . vi(X) -F(vi(x))) dX* 
It follows that V(v,) < V(U*), whenever v, E @,, 21~ E Q2. 
Let us now impose a hypothesis on the nonlinearity f, considered by 
Peitgen and Schmitt [ 131 for Eq. (E,): 
f(s) = m,s + o(s) as s-+0+, where m, > 0. (Ql) 
As in [ 131, let ,u~ be the first eigenvalue of the linear boundary value problem 
Lu+,uu=o, XER 
24 = 0, XEXL (W 
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THEOREM 3.2. Consider Eq. (P,,), where f is a locally Lipschitzian 
function satisfying (fil) and having a positive zero sO: f (so) = 0, so > 0. Let 
1, =p,/m, andfix 1> 1,. 
Then there is a nonconstant full bounded solution t -+ u(t) of (P.I,.) joining 
the trivial solution v, = 0 with a set @ of nontrivial solutions of (E,,.), and 
suchthatO~v(x),<s,,O~u(t)(x)~ss,,foralIt~R,x~O,v~~. 
Now assume that f(s) < 0 for s E (so, s, + E], where E > 0 is a small 
number, and there is s, > s0 such that f(s,) = 0 and the set E of solutions v 
of (E,,)for which 0 < v(x) < s, , x E J2 but )I v//ca(aJ > s,, is non-empty. 
Under these assumptions, there are sets @, and Gz of positive solutions of 
(Elf) such that I/vlllco~f;i~~~o, so < l/v211~~l, u, E Q,, v,E Q2 and a full 
bounded solution t + u(t) of (Plf) such that 0 < u(t)(x) ,< s, for 
(t, x) E R x D, cm u(t)= @,, cm u(t)= CD*. 
Remark. In the first case, we only assert the existence of a trajectory 
joining two sets of critical points. In the second case, we also know the 
direction of any such trajectory. 
Proof: In the first part of the theorem we are only interested in solutions 
t -+ u(t), v, such that 0 < u(t)(x) < so, 0 ,< v(x) < so. Hence we can redefine f 
outside of [0, so] without affecting the set of such solutions in any way. 
Therefore, choose3to be continuous, equal to f on 10, so], affine and positive 
on (-co, 0) and affine and negative on (so, co). Let z = n,~ be the local 
semiflow generated by (P,Q). 
lo step: {0) is an isolated invariant set for z In fact, otherwise every 
neighborhood of (0) contains an invariant set K’ # {O). Since rc is gradient- 
like, i.e., the a- and w-limit sets of every nonconstant full bounded solution u 
of 71 are two nonempty and disjoint sets of equilibria of 71, that is, solutions 
of (E,F), it follows that every neighborhood of (0) contains an equilibrium 
v # 0 of z By Lemma 3.1, 0 < v(x) < so. However, it is proved in [ 131, 
Lemma 3.4, that v = 0 is isolated as a solution of (E,?). The argument in 
[ 131 goes as follows: If v = 0 is not isolated, then there exists a sequence 
V;, # 0 of solutions of (E,y) such that a, = 1) v’, [Icoca, --t 0. 
Let v, = CJa,. Then -A, v, + f (a,, ~,)/a, = 0. Hence v, = 
A;‘(f(a,v,)/a,), and since A;’ is compact as a map from-C’(d) to C”(G) 
it follows that w.1.o.g. v, -+ v and C”(0). Now hypotheses (Hl) and a simple 
limit argument implies that v = A; ‘(Im, v). 
Hence v is nonnegative (as {vn) are nonnegative) and it solves the BVP 
(LE) (with ,U = Am,). Since Im, > ,uo, it follows that u = 0, which contradicts 
the fact that J]v,,]]~~~~~ = 1. 
2” step: By step 1, there is a s”>O, 6<s,, such that N={uEX*] 
II u/l co(a) < s”} is an isolating neighborhood of (0) (with respect to x). By 
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Proposition 2.3, 71 is strongly N-admissible. Hence the index h(n, {0}) is 
defined. 
We will show that h(z, {0}) = 6. In fact, define g,(s) =T(s) + E, E > 0. 
Choose 6,, 6 > 0, 6 < 8 such that m, - 6, > 0, A > pu,/(m, - 6,) and f(s) > 
(m, - 6,)s for 0 < s < 6. Set N = {u E X” 1 (IuJlcodr) < S}. Then N is an 
isolating neighborhood of {O}, and 71 is strongly N-admissible. Hence for all 
small E > 0, 15 isolates a rr_invariant set K, (with obvious meaning of 71,) and 
h(rrE, K,) = h(n, {O}). This follows from the homotopy invariance of the 
index. Choose such a small E > 0. We will show that K,= 0. In fact, 
otherwise there is an equilibrium u E K,, with respect to nE. Lemma 3.1 
implies that U(X) > 0 for x E Q. As in Lemma 3.3 of [ 131 this implies that 
u = 0. In fact, assume u # 0 and pick a positive solution u if (LE) with 
iu=iuo. Hence @(u(x)) >Il(m, - So) u(x) for all x E a. Therefore Lu + 
A(m, - 6,)~ < 0 and so (Lu, u) + ,u,(u, u) = 0 and (Lu, u) + A(m, - 6,) 
(u, u) < 0. Since L is formally self-adjoint, and this implies A(m, - So) < ,u~, 
a contradiction to our assumptions. 
Hence, indeed, u = 0. But since g,(O) # 0, u = 0 is not an equilibrium of 
II,. Hence u GK,, which implies K,= 0. Hence 6 = h(z 0) = h(n, K,) = 
h(n, {0}), which proves our claim. 
3” step: Define g(O, so) and @O, s,) as in Theorem 3.1, where f is 
replaced by 3$ Now consider the homotopy &: R -+ R, 0 < (T < 1, &(s) = 
(1 - a)f’(s) - CJS, and let rr, be the local semiflow generated by (Ps,). 
Let N = {u E X” 1 (IuI(~,,(~) < 2s,}. Then N is closed in Xn and, by 
Lemma 3.1, N is an isolating neighbourhood for every z,, 0 < u < 1. 
Let K, be the largest x,-invariant set in N. It is then obvious that the 
mapping a: [0, 11 + ,Y, a(o) = (zO, K,) is well defined and .9-continuous. 
Hence h(rr,, K,) = h(n,, K,), by the invariance of the homotopy index. But, 
by the proof of Theorem 3.1, K, = z(O, so). Moreover, by the negative- 
definiteness of L, there are no nonnegative eigenvalues of -A,u - u = ,UU. 
Hence, by the properties of the index from Section 2, K, = (0) and 
4% 3 101) = 2”. 
It follows that h(z, E(O, so)) = Co. Hence h(x, R(O, so)) # h(n, (0)). 
It follows that f(O, so) # {0} and this implies, due to the fact that rr is 
gradient-like, that there are other (nontrivial) equilibria in Z?(O, so). Now the 
connectedness of E(O, so) (Theorem 3.1) implies our first claim. 
TO prove the second claim, note that by Theorem 3.1, g(O, s,) is 
connected. Hence there is a full bounded trajectory t + u(t) joining two sets 
of critical points a1 c K(O, so) and Qi, c i?. From the remark following the 
proof of Theorem 3.1 we know the direction of u(t), namely, 
lG- r--a, u(t) = @2, G u(t) = @, . The theorem is proved. 
We now give a sufficient condition for the union of all full bounded orbits 
of (S,> to be bounded, with a bound invariant under small perturbations off: 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let A be a sectorial operator on a Banach space X such 
that Re 0(-A) < -6 < 0. Let 0 < a < 1 be arbitrary. Consider a sequence 
(f,: X” +X) of locally Lipschitzian mappings and assume the following 
hypotheses: 
(HI) There is a closed set G c X” such that for all a > 0, aG c G and 
there is a locally Lipschitzian mapping L: X” + X such that for all a > 0, 
v E G, L(av) = aL(v). 
(H2) For every K > 0 there is an M > 0 such that for all n and every 
v E G for which 1) v ()(2 < K, it follows that j/f,(v)]/ GM, /IL(v)]] ,< M. 
(H3) There is a compact set Cc X” and an h’ > 0 such that 
whenever v: [0, h’] + G is a continuous mapping such that (1 v(s)]/, < 1 for 
s E [0, h’], then It’ e--A’h’-S)L(v(s)) ds E C. 
(H4) If v, E G II v,ll, --f ~0 as n -, ~0, then Ilfn(vn) -L(vJll/ 
)Iv,J(,-+O as n+ co. 
(H5) If t --t v(t) E G is a full bounded solution of ti + Av = L(v), then 
v(t) EE 0 for all t E R. 
Under these hypotheses there is an M > 0, and an n,, such that for all n > n, 
and every full bounded solution t -+ u(t) of (S,,), such that u(t) E G for all 
t E R, it follows that SUP,,~ I( u(/, < M. 
Proof: Suppose the theorem is not true. Taking subsequences, if 
necessary, we may assume, without loss of generality, that there is a 
sequence of full bounded solutions t + u,(t) E G of (S,,), such that 
II urn IL := sup II u,O)ll, --$ a and II w9ll > II U” IL - 1. 
Let y,(t) = un(t)/ll u,((,. Then y,(t) E G for all n and all c E R, by hypothesis 
Wl). 
Define j;,(u) =f,(jl un /loo . u)/ll u,]), . Then & X” --t X is locally 
Lipschitzian. We will show that for every p > 0, 
In fact, let E > 0 be arbitrary. Then, by hypothesis (H4), there are K > 0 and 
n, such that whenever v E G, I( v (Ia > K, n > n,, then 
(IIf, - L(vIlMl VII, < E/P. 
Moreover, by hypothesis (H2), there is an it4 > 0 such that for all n, and all 
u E G, Ilvll, 4 K: Ilfn(v)ll < ~4 and ]/L(v)]/ <M. Choose n2 > n, such that 
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(2Wlll u,I(, c E for n > 4. Then we have for every v E G, (Jul\ < p, and 
every n > n2 (using hypothesis (Hl)): 
IlaJ, -L(v)11 = mAmr’ * wI(ll~,llm * VI -~(ll%zllm * u)ll) 
Q 2~/ll~“Il, < E if bnIlm lb& GK 
IILW -UuIl = IlulL * [(ll%Ilm * IIw-~ 
* wn(ll%lIlcc * u> -J4I%llm * u>ll)l 
< p * EfP = E, if lI%Ilm Ilull, > K* 
Hence our claim is proved. 
By the definition of u,(t), we have, for every t,, t, t, < t, 
-A(t-S)jl,(u,,(~)) ds. (3.1) 
Since Re a(4) < -6 < 0, there is an equivalent norm 1. ] on X” such that 
/ e-A(r-‘o)u I < e-*(‘-‘O) I u I for all u E X”. 
Let fi be the Kuratowski-measure of noncompactness on X” with respect 
to 1.1. Let p = 1 and E > 0 be arbitrary and choose n2 as before. Then it 
follows that 
/3{u,(t) ( n > 1) < /3{e-A(‘-‘o)u,(to) I n > 1) 
(~~~,W) - Wds))) ds 
I  I  
n > 1 
< e-S”-‘o’~{u,(t,) I n 2 1) \ 
e-A(f-S)(fn(u,(s)) - L(u,(s))) ds 
= B, + B, + B,. 
Our previous estimates imply B, < 2,576. Now Ii, e-“(‘-‘)L(u,(s)) ds = 
It e-A(h-s)L(um(s + to)) ds, where h = t - t,. If h = h’, then, by hypothesis 
(H3), B, </I(C), where C is a compact set in X*. Hence B, = 0. Hence we 
obtain, as E > 0 is arbitrary, 
Plu,(b + h’) I n > 1 I ,< e-*h’~{~,(4d I n > 1). 
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This implies for every t E R, P{u,(t) 1 n > 1 } = 0. It follows that 
{u,(t) ( n > 1 } is precompact (i.e., relatively compact) in X”. The same proof 
shows, in fact, that (u,(t,) ( n > 1) is precompact for every sequence 
{tnl c R* 
We will show that {v,} is equicontinuous. In fact otherwise, there are 
w.1.o.g. an E,, > 0, a t E R and a sequence {t,), t, + t, t, < t for all n or t, > t 
for all 12, such that for all II, ]] u,(t,) - u,(t)ll, > E,, and {u,,(t)} is convergent 
in X”. Assume t, > t for all n (if t, < t for all n, the proof is similar). 
By the variation-of-constants formula (3.1) we have 
ll~,kJ - ~,Wl, G I/~-acrn-t+41(t> - ~n(t)ll, 
+ e-A’t~pS~H(u,(s)) ds 
Ii 
= C, + C,. 
n 
Since {u,(t)} is convergent, we can make C, as small as we wish, by taking n 
large enough. Also, since ]]ln(v)]] ,< i@ for some fi > 0, n,, all n > n, and all 
u E G, ]] u ]la < 1, it follows that we can make C, arbitrarily small, for large 
n, hence II un(tn) - Ull, + 0 as n + co, a contradiction. Hence, indeed, {u, ) 
is equicontinuous in P. Now Ascoli’s Theorem implies that there is a 
continuous function v: R -+X” such that u,,(t) + u(t) uniformly on compact 
intervals, for some subsequence {un,) of {u,}. Changing notation, let us write 
{u,} instead of (u,,~}. S ince G is closed, u(t) E G and IIu(t)ll, < 1 for t E R. 
Now, using (3.1) and the estimates we have established, it is easily seen 
that for every t,, t, t, < t, 
u(t) = e- A(‘-th(tO) + 
i 
t 
e-A(t-s)L(u(s)) ds. 
to 
From [6] it follows that u(t) E D(A) for all t, t -+ u(t) E X” is differentiable, 
and C(t) + Au(t) = L(u(t)) [6, Lemma 3.3.21. It follows from hypothesis 
(H5) that u(t) z 0, t E R, which is a contradiction, as 
I/ u,(o)(l = II dOI > II %IIcc - 1 
ll%Ilcc (Iu,JI, -+ l as n+ O”* 
This contradiction proves our theorem. We shall apply Theorem 3.3 to Eqs. 
(P,> and (Hf). Letf,: R + R, n = 0, l,..., be a sequence of locally Lipschitzian 
functions and II,, n = 0, l,..., be a sequence of positive numbers converging 
to some 2 > 0. Consider the following set of hypotheses: 
(Al) sup,, supOGscK If,(s)] < co for every K > 0. 
(Al)’ sup,, ~up,~,(k If,(s)] < co for every K > 0. 
642) lim,+AL&,> - m,s,)/s, = 0 for some m, > 0, and every {s,} 
such that s, --t co. 
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WY lim,+,(f,W - m,s,)/s, = 0 for some m, > 0, and every (s,} 
such that Js, I--) co. 
(A3) Am, #,uu,, where ,uu, is as in Theorem 3.2. 
(A3)’ Am, is not an eigenvalue of the linear boundary value problem 
Lu+,uu=O 0nQ 
u=o on ZY2, (W 
where L is the differential operator from Section 2. 
COROLLARY 3.1. if (Al)-(A3) hold (resp. if (Al)‘-(A3)’ hold) then 
there is an M > 0 and a n, > 0 such that whenever n > n, and t + u(t) E X” 
(resp. t -+ z(t) E X” x X) is a full bounded solution of (PJ (resp. HJ, and 
u(t)(x) > 0 for all (t, x) E R X fi, then SUP,,~ ]I u(t)]], < M (resp. 
supIeR 11 z(t)11 < M). Here, /I . I/ is the sum norm in X” x X. 
The proof of the Corollary is an easy application of Theorem 3.3. Essen- 
tially (Al) implies (H2), (A2) implies (Hl) and (H4) and (A3) implies 
(H5). Similarly for the primed hypotheses. Details are left to the reader. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let z be a global semiflow on a normed space X. Let K 
be the union of all full bounded orbits of n. Suppose K # 0, (n, K) E -7 and 
h(x, K) equals the homotopy type of a pointed space (S, s,), where either 
S = {s,} or else S is connected and not contractible. Then there is a full 
solution t+ a(t) of n, such that sup,<,, IIa(t)ll < 00 and suplao ]lu(t)]l = co. 
Proof: We use results from [ 141. 
Since (rr, K) E 9, there is a closed set N such that dist(x, K) < 1 for 
x E N, N is an isolating neighbourhood of K, and n is strongly N-admissible. 
Suppose the theorem is not true. Then every full solution u of n, which is 
bounded on (-co, 01, is also bounded on [0, co), hence u(R) c K. It follows 
with the notation of Section 2 that A -(N) = K. 
We first prove that there is an isolating block g c N for K such that the 
set Z? of all strict egress and bounce-off points of B is empty. In fact look at 
the way an isolating block B is constructed in Theorem 2.1 in [ 14, p. 3631. 
With appropriate choices of sets 0, Z? and 6, > 0, B is defined as 
Of course we obtain another isolating block fi of K by choosing 0 < 6,) 
6, < 6, and setting B = Cl{x E 0 ( g;(x) < 6,) gi(x) < S,}. This follows 
from the properties of g& and gi proved in Lemma 2.1 in [ 14, p. 3601. 
The set p is then given as 
Be= (xEaBIg,i.(x)=6,,g~(x)~6,}. 
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We now prove that S,, 6, can be chosen such that p = 0. In fact we 
claim that for every 0 < 6, < 6, there is a 0 < 6, < 6, such that x E 0 and 
g,&(x) = 6, implies gi(x) > 6,. With such choice of 6, ,a, we obviously have 
p = 0. To prove our claim, assume, on the contrary, that there is 
0 < 6, < 6, and a sequence x, E 0 such that g,$(x,) = 6, and g;(x,) < l/n. 
From the definition of g; on p. 360 in [ 141, we obtain that 
dist(x,, A -(#)) --) 0 as n + co. Since A-(N)=K and KcflcN, it follows 
that A - (#) = K and hence dist(x,, K) -+ 0 as n + co. Since K is compact we 
can assume w.1.o.g. that x, +x E K. But then the continuity of g,$ implies 
that g&(x) = 8, and x E K, an obvious contradiction to the definition of g; 
(p. 360 in [14]). 
From Section 3 in [ 141 it follows that h(rr, K) is equal to the homotopy 
type of the quotient space H/p = g/0. But B/0 = L? U {p}, where p G? B is 
any point and B” U {p} carries the sum topology. By definition, p is the base- 
point of g/0. 
It follows that @/0,p) and (S, so) are of the same homotopy type. Hence 
there are two continuous base-point preserving mappings 
j-:BU{p}+s, g: S+BU {p}: 
such that f o g and g of are homotopic to the respective identity maps. 
First assume S = {s,, }. It follows that g of@ U { p}) = p. There is a 
homotopy 
h&J {p}-&J {p}, hl = Z4”,P, 
h, =gof, h,(P) = P for tE [0, 1). 
Take an x,, E 2. Let A = {t E [0, l] ] h,(x,) =p}. A is open, closed and 
nonempty, i.e., A = [0, 11, a contradiction. Now assume S is connected and 
not contractible. Since g(s,) =p, it follows that g(S) =p, i.e., f 0 g(S) =p. 
Hence the constant map f o g is homotopic to Id,, i.e., S is contractible. This 
is again a contradiction, which proves the theorem. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let f: R --t R be a locally Lipschitzian function such that 
f(s) > 0 for s < 0, f(O) = 0 and lim,+&f(s)/s) = moo for some mar, > 0. Let 
km, > ,u,, and K be the union of all full bounded orbits of (P,,). 
Then K is an isolated invariant set for the local semi&row n generated by 
(PAY). Also, h(x, K) is defined and equals 0. 
Furthermore, if there is an M > 0 such that f (s) < M( 1 + 1 sl) for all s < 0, 
then there is a full solution t -+ u(t) of (PAf) and a nonempty set @ of 
equilibria such that @ = lim,+, u(t), but sup,>, ]] u(t)]/ = 00. 
ProoJ: Let z=f on (-co, O], y(s)=m,s for s E [0, co). Consider the 
homotopy f, = cry+ (1 - o)f, (T E [0, 11. Let K, be the union of all full 
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bounded orbits of (PAfO). Then Corollary 3.1 and a simple compactness 
argument imply that there is a closed bounded set N cX” such that 
K, c Int N for u E [O, 11, Hence (rrfO, K,) E 9 and the mapping 
u --f (71f,, K,) is Y-continuous. 
It follows that h(ns,, K,) = h(~~,, K,). But (Q, K,) = (rr, K) and by 
Lemma 3.3 in [13], K, = {O}. N ow the argument used in 2” step of the proof 
of Theorem 3.2 shows that h(~~,, (01) = 0, yielding our first assertion. 
If f(s)<Wl +Isl) f or s < 0, then by results in (61, nf is a global 
semiflow. Since 0 E K, K # 0. Moreover, h(?r, K) = 0, 0 being the homotopy 
type of the pointed one-point space. Now Theorem 3.4 implies the existence 
of a full solution t --$ u(t) of (PA,.) such that supfGO Ilu(t) < 00 and 
SUPtao II wll, = co. Since (PAf) is gradient-like, it follows that there is a set 
@ of equilibria of (PAY) such that Cp = lim,,-, u(t), sup,>, IIu(t)ll, = co, 
proving our second claim. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let f: R + R be locally Lipschitzian, f(0) = 0, 
li~,dfW> = mm f or some mco > 0, and there is an s, > 0 and an E > 0 
such that f(s) < 0 for s E [s, - E, s,),f(s) > Ofor s >, s,. 
Under these hypotheses, for every I > pofm, there is a positive solution v 
of (E,,)? II v llcom > sm. Moreover, there are sets @J and Qp, of nonnegative 
solutions of (E,,,) and a full bounded solution t --) u(t) of (P,,) such that 
lbJ1llcoca, < s, - E3 ll4Ico,iT) > SC02 u(t)(x) > 0 for afl v E @, v, E @, , 
(t,x)ERXQandcu(t)=@,cu(t)=@,. 
Finally, there is a full solution t + ii(t) of (PJ and a set 6 of equilibria of 
(PA,) such that zi(t)(x) > 0 for all (I, x) E R X 5, 6 = lim,,-, i(t) and 
supt>o IIWll, = a* 
Remark. The last assertion shows that the unstable manifolds of some 
equilibria of (PAf) are unbounded, hence, in particular, (P.,,> is not point- 
dissipative. 
Proof: Our assumptions imply the existence of an s^ < s, such that 
f (s^) = 0, and f(s) < 0 on (& So). Define T=f on [0, co), f(s) = -s on 
(-co, 01. Let &O, s^) be as in Theorem 3.1 with respect to (P$). Using the 
arguments from the proof of Theorem 3.2 we see that h(nA7, K(0, 3)) = Co. 
(See 3” step of that proof.) 
Let z be the union of all full bounded orbits of (PA?). Lemma 3.2 implies 
that h(7rAyf, K”) is defined and h(nA7, R) = 0. Hence I? f R(O, Q which implies 
the existence of a positive solution v of (EAr> such that I( v/]~~(~, > sm, If 
there were no connecting orbits, we could immediately conclude that K = 
K, U R(0, f), where K, is an isolated invariant set disjoint from x(0, Q. 
But then 
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The nonnegativity of the homotopy index (cf. Section 2) then implies that 
h(lrJ7, I?(O, 8)) = 0, a contradiction. Hence there must be an orbit of (P,lf) 
connecting two sets of equilibria @, @, , J/U, ]JcO(a, < So, 1) uJJ,,(a, > szc, for 
v E @, v1 E Qi, . The remark following the proof of Theorem 3.1 implies that 
this orbit must “run” from @ to G1. The rest of the assertions follows from 
Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2. The Theorem is proved. 
We now turn to Eq. (H,,f). We need the following Lemmas: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let n be a local semifrow on a metric space X. Suppose 
(x,Ki)E.y, i=O, 1. rfh(lr,K,)=r”and h(n,K,UK,)=C’, m#I, then 
K,f-JK,#O. 
ProoJ: We use results from [ 141 and 123). For a topological pair (Y, B), 
let @(Y, B) be its qth order Alexander-Spanier cohomology group. Suppose 
the Lemma is not true. Then there are two disjoint index pairs (IV:, IV:) and 
(Nf, Ni) of K, and K,, respectively (see [ 14, Section 3 1). Hence (N: U Nf , 
Ni U Ni) is an index pair for K, U K, . 
It follows from 1231 that 
iiq(N’, , N;) @ fiq(N;, N;) E ifq(N; u N;, N; U N;). 
But, by the Corollary of Theorem 4.4 in 1141, Z?(Y/B, {p)) z Hq(Y, B), 
where Y is any metric space, B is closed in Y, and p is the base point in Y/B. 
Hence, denoting by sO, s, the base points of S” and S’, respectively, we 
obtain 
l!iq(N;, N;) r @(N;/N;, (p}) 2 fiq(S”‘, (so}). 
Similarly 
Hq(N; UN;, N; UN;) s Hq(S’, (so}). 
Hence, in particular, 
H”(Sm, Is,,}) @ i?“(N;, N;) z Hm(S’, {so}). 
It follows that 
2 @ zP(N:) N:) z {O}, 
a contradiction which proves the Lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let 0 < ,a, < ,u, < ..a be all the eigenvalues of the boundary 
value problem (LE). Let p-, = --a~. Then there is a sequence 0 = d, < d, < 
d, < ... of integers such that whenever ,a E R, p,-, </I < pk for some k > 0, 
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and f(s) := ,us, then z = 0 is the only full bounded solution of the local 
semzj7ow z, generated by (H,), h(n,, , {0}) E .Y and h(zU, {0}) = Cdk. 
Proof. Let 
Then a proper restriction of D to Xa X X defines a sectorial operator on 
X” x X, which, for the sake of simplicity, we denote by the same symbol 
“D.” 
Now a straightforward although tedious computation shows that if 
1 + GA # 0 and (,u - A’)/(1 + CA) E p(-A,), then A E p(D). Conversely, if 
Re A > 0 and (J - A’)/(1 + &l) E 0(-A,), then A E o(D). Hence if ,ukp 1 < 
,U <,u~, then there are exactly k positive numbers A,(U),..., A,(J) in a(D). Let 
r be any simple rectifiable curve in p(D) such that Ai&), i = l,..., k are in the 
interior of r and all the other elements of a(D) are in the exterior of r. Now 
results in 16, 21, 221 imply that, if p # ,ukr then there exists a decomposition 
E=E:@E;ofE=XaxX, T,(t)(E:) = E:, i= 1,2,t>O 
and C, y > 0 such that T,(t) 1 E, can be defined for t < 0, and 
II Vbll G Cc II4 zEEy,t>,O 
II Ut)zll G CeiYf IM tEEy,t<O 
[6, Theorem 1.5.3; 21, III, Section 6.4; 22, Section 5.71. We claim that 
dim EL; = d, < co, where d, is independent of ,u as long as ,u,-, < ,u < ,uk, and 
4,=0, d, < dk+, for k > 0. If we assume all this for the moment, then 
Lemma 2.0 immediately completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Let us now prove our claim: We first prove that dim E’; < co for 
,uuk-, < ~1 <pk. In fact, there are C’ = C’@) > 0 and y’ = Y’(U) > 0 such that 
II Tw(t>zII > CC’>-’ - ey’I llzll for zEE’;,t>O. 
Let /I be the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness on X” x X. The 
remarks preceding Corollary 2.1 and the variation-of-constants formula 
imply that there are a t, > 0 and 0 < k” < 1 such that P(T,(t,)Z) < I$. p(Z) 
for every bounded Z c Xa x X. 
Let Z be the unit ball in E, . Then for every integer m > 0, t = mt,, 
P(Z) < c ‘e-y’L/3(7’U(t)Z) < k” . C’e-Y”/?(Z). 
Hence, for m large enough this implies that j?(Z) = 0. Consequently Z is 
precompact, i.e., E’: is finite-dimensional. Notice that trivialy dim Ey = 0 for 
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,u ( &,. Now use Theorem I V.3.16 in [21] and a simple continuity argument 
to conclude that dim El: = dim E ‘;k for puk- i < ,D < ,uk. Moreover, using the 
same arguments again we conclude that, for small E > 0, dim Eyh < 
dim E :k+& = dim ETktl. Write dk = dim EY’: k> 0. Then (dk} has all the 
properties required. The proof is complete. 
Combining Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 we arrive at the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.6. Let f: R -+ R be locally Lipschitzian and such that 
lim f(s)=m limf(s)=m 
ISI-toD s co) s-0 s 0 
for some m,, m, E R. 
Let 1 > 0 be arbitrary. Suppose that for some k > 0, 12 1, k # 1, 
iUk-1 cArnO ok, lul-, (Am, 04. 
Under these hypotheses there is a nonconstant full bounded solution t + z(t) 
of (H,,) which connects the trivial equilibrium z. = 0 with a set of nontrivial 
equilibria of (H,,). 
Furthermore, there is a full solution 6 + Z(t) of (H,,) and a set @ of 
equilibria of (H,,) such that 
lim f(t) = @, 
I-r-cc 
(Here, 1) 11 is the norm in X” x X.) In other words, the unstable manifold of 
@ is unbounded. 
Remark. This last statement implies that (HAf) is non-point-dissipative. 
Proof: Lemma 3.3 implies that (0) is an isolated invariant set of Z, the 
local semiflow generated by (H,/), (77, {0}) E 9 and h(x, (0)) = Cd”. 
Now consider the homotopy 
f,(s) = (1 - o)f(s) + omast 0 E 10, 11, 
and let 7s, be the local semiflow generated by (HAfJ. Corollary 3.1 implies 
that there is an M > 0, such that whenever u E [0, l] and t -+ z(t) is a full 
bounded solution of ZO, then SUP,,~ IIz(t)ll < M. 
Hence, if K, is the union of all full bounded orbits of 75,, it follows that 
(rS,, K,) E Y and the map u -+ (75,, K,) is Y-continuous. Hence h(fo, K,) = 
h(Z,, K,). But K, = (0) and, by Lemma 3.4, h(75,, K,) = Cd/. Since d, # dk it 
follows that K, # {0}, hence we know that there are nontrivial equilibria of 
(HAf). If there were no orbits connecting z. = 0 with a set @ of nontrivial 
equilibria of (H,,), we would obtain, similarly as in Theorem 3.5, a disjoint 
union of isolated invariant sets K, = K, c11 K2, where R, = {O}. 
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Now Lemma 3.3 would immediately yield a contradiction. Since 
h(77, K,) = Cd’, d, > 0, Theorem 3.4 implies the second assertion of the 
theorem and the proof is complete. 
Remark. The homotopy argument used in the above proof was also 
applied in [25] to prove existence of solutions for elliptic BVPs. 
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